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Prognostic value of histobiological factors (malignancy
grading and AgNOR content) assessed at the invasive
tumour front of oral squamous cell carcinomas
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Summary Tumour cells at the invasive front of carcinomas have been found to differ substantially from the rest of tumour cells in a variety of
human cancers. The present multivariate survival analysis of 94 oral squamous cell carcinomas (OSCCs) revealed that both the argyrophilic
nucleolar organizer regions-associated protein (AgNOR) content of invading tumour cells and a multiparametric histopathological tumour front
grade were significantly and independently associated with tumour-related death, irrespective of conventional Broders' grade and clinical
stage of the tumours. High tumour front scores and AgNOR content at the invasive OSCC front thus seem to reflect increased malignant
potential. Proliferative activity, assessed by standardized AgNOR analysis, most probably represents one of the biological features underlying
the usefulness of evaluating the invasive tumour front.
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Squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity are among the ten
most common cancers in the world, accounting for approximately
3-5% of all malignancies (Weir et al, 1987). In 1993 in Germany,
approximately 4100 new cases in males and 1000 cases in females
were encountered (Schon et al, 1995). The prognosis for many of
these patients is devastating. Approximately 40% of the patients
afflicted will die within 5 years of diagnosis, despite advances in
the therapeutic management of oral cancer over the last three
decades (Howaldt et al, 1994). Curative treatment can be expected
only in the early stages of disease. Incurable patients are left with
severe functional and/or aesthetic compromise often with
protracted and distressing terminal suffering.

Squamous cell carcinomas account for approximately 90% of
oral cancer, the majority of which are causally associated with
chemically induced mutagenesis by smoking and excessive
alcohol consumption (Barasch et al, 1994). Although the clinical
outcome is influenced by stage and histopathological grade of the
disease at presentation, the TNM system (UICC - International
Union Against Cancer) (Hermanek and Sobin, 1992) as well as
conventional histopathological grading systems (Broders, 1920;
Wahi et al, 1971) are very limited prognostic indicators (Bryne et
al, 1989; Reichert et al, 1992; Roland et al, 1992).

This is at least partly caused by both the heterogeneous nature
of oral cancer and the complexity of prognostic features, of which
traditional tumour-related factors (such as the anatomic extent and
histopathological grading system) represent only one, but a mean-
ingful, aspect. Several attempts have been made to improve the
prognostic accuracy as well as to minimize the subjectivity of
established classifications.
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Most recently, malignancy grading of the deep invasive margins
of oral and laryngeal squamous cell carcinomas proved to yield
highly significant and independent prognostic information (Bryne
et al, 1992, 1995; Welkoborsky et al, 1995; Woolgar and Scott,
1995). Furthermore, the identification of putative biological
markers for estimating the biological aggressiveness of a tumour
(the speed with which the cancer grows and metastasizes) has been
proposed to yield additional prognostic relevance in different
kinds of human malignancies (Fielding et al, 1992). Assessment of
the tumoral proliferative activity has been one of the main foci of
interest in this respect.

In the last few years, silver staining of nucleolar organizer
regions-associated proteins (AgNORs) has become a widely used
method in tumour pathology mainly for assessing the prognosis of
malignant tumours. AgNORs are considered to reflect biosyn-
thetic and nucleolar activity of a cell and thus serve as indicators of
the rapidity of the cell cycle (Trere et al, 1989; Derenzini et al,
1994). Using a recently introduced standardized silver staining
and morphometric analysis in archival histological material (Ofner
et al, 1994, 1995a), the independent prognostic value of AgNORs
has been established in colonic, lung and breast cancer (Ofner et
al, 1995b; Totsch et al, 1995; Ofner et al, 1996).
The aim of the present study was to assess the prognostic value

and a possible relationship between the AgNOR content and
histopathological malignancy grade of the invasive tumour front in
a representative series ofOSCCs with long-tenn clinical follow-up.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tumour tissues of 94 consecutive cases of primary oral squamous
cell carcinomas (70 carcinomas of the floor of the mouth, 17 carci-
nomas of the tongue, seven carcinomas involving both floor of the
mouth and tongue; 83 male, 11 female patients; mean age 54
years, mean follow-up period 61 months) were investigated in this
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Table 1 Malignancy grading of the invasive tumour front

Parameter Score

1 2 3 4

Keratinizationa Strong Moderate Minimal None
Polymorphismb Minimal Moderate Marked Extreme
Invasion patternc Pushing borders Solid cords Detached islands Cellular dissociation
Host responsed Overwhelming Moderate, slight, none

The tumour front is defined as the most advanced 3-6 tumour cell layers of a given tumour.
aDegree of keratinization is strong (score 1), if > 50% of invasive cancer cells are keratinized and keratin pearls are abundantly present;
moderate (score 2), if 25-50% of invasive tumour cells are keratinized and keratin pearls are still found; minimal (score 3), if only
intracellular keratinization (dyskeratosis) is present without keratin pearls; none (score 4), if no signs of keratinization are to be
recognized. bGrade of nuclear and cellular polymorphism is minimal (score 1), if > 75% of the invasive tumour cells are mature, size and
shape irregularities are virtual; moderate (score 2), if 50-75% of invasive tumour cells are mature, nuclear heterogeneity is slight; marked
(score 3), if nuclear heterogeneity is striking at smaller (63-100 x) magnifications; extreme (score 4), if abundant hyperchromatic giant
and multinucleated tumour cells dominate the lesion. cPattern of invasion describes the architectural pattern as to how the invasive
tumour front infiltrates underlying connective tissue dHost response is estimated on the extent of mononuclear inflammatory reaction at
the tumour-host interface.

study. A total of 87 patients have been radically operated with
curative and seven patients with palliative intent at the Department
of Cranio-Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Munster, Germany,
between 1985 and 1990 and irradiated post-operatively according
to appropriate protocols based on clinical TNM stage of the
tumours. Tumour tissues were routinely formalin fixed, paraffin
embedded and classified according to the pTNM of the
International Union Against Cancer (UICC, 1992) and Borders
grading systems (grade I-IV) (Broders, 1920).

Histopathological malignancy grading of the invasive tumour
front was performed without knowing the clinical outcome inde-
pendently by two of the authors (AB and MB) on routinely haema-
toxylin and eosin-stained sections according to criteria described
by Bryne et al (1992) with minimal modification (degree of kera-
tinization, nuclear polymorphism, pattern of invasion, lympho-
cytic infiltration). Each morphological feature was scored from
1 to 4 except lymphocytic infiltration (scored 1 to 2), which upon
summation resulted in a total malignancy score; for definition of
the tumour front and detailed description of the various features of
tumour front grading see Table 1. For survival analysis, patients
were divided into two categories: group I included carcinomas
with < 9 scores; group II with tumours revealing > 9 scores.

Silver staining of nucleolar organizer regions-associated
proteins (AgNORs) was performed according to a recently
described standardized method (Ofner et al, 1994). Only 80 cases
in our cohort were technically adequate for AgNOR analysis.
AgNOR morphometry was carried out using a semi-automated
image analysing system evaluating standardized AgNOR parame-
ters [mean number and mean area of AgNORs per nucleus, with
respective coefficients of variation (CV; standard deviation
divided by the respective mean value)] (Ofner et al, 1995a). All
cases with AgNOR measurements were suitable for survival
analysis. Survivor functions were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier
method (Kaplan and Meier, 1958); survival curves were compared
by the log-rank test (Mantel-Haenszel method) (Kalbfleisch and
Prentice, 1980). Multivariate survival analysis was performed by
the Cox proportional hazards linear regression model (Cox, 1972).
AgNOR parameters were compared with other prognostic markers
by non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis or Mann-Whitney U-test
whenever appropriate). Simple regression analysis and kappa
statistics were computed to assess inter-observer reproducibility.

RESULTS

Univariate analysis of parameters significantly associated with
survival are presented in Table 2. Classical prognostic factors,
such as pT and pN stages, R stage for free resection margins,
revealed highly significant correlation with cancer-specific
mortality. Histopathological malignancy grade of the invasive
front (tumour front score) proved to be the most powerful prog-
nostic indicator. High tumour front scores (> 9) were significantly
correlated with poor prognosis (Figure 1). All standardized
AgNOR parameters were associated at a statistically significant
level with the clinical outcome. The average quality of standard-
ized AgNOR staining is demonstrated in Figure 2. Carcinomas of
patients with favourable prognosis contained fewer AgNORs per
nucleus as a mean [cut-off point (cp): 3.0] and displayed lower
mean area of AgNORs (cp: 1.9 tm2) at the invasive tumour front
than patients with poor clinical outcome. All patients with carci-
nomas showing a coefficient of variation of AgNOR area less than
0.44 (n = 14) are still alive (Figure 3); those 14 tumours showed a
pronounced heterogeneity with regard to both the anatomical
extent (seven pT1, five pT2 and two pT4 tumours) and the tumour
front score (10/14 carcinomas with a score of < 9 and 4/14 with
> 9). Age, gender, conventional Broders histopathological grading

Table 2 Statistically significant prognostic factors in 94 radically operated
oral squamous cell carcinomas analysed by a univariate approach to cancer-
specific mortality

Univariate x2 d.f. P
(log-rank test)

pT stage 12.4 3 0.006
pN stage 10.4 2 0.006
Rstage 9.7 2 0.008
Tumour front score 28.7 2 0.000
AgNOR means area (cp: 1.9) 5.2 1 0.02
AgNOR area CV (cp: 0.44) 6.8 1 0.009
AgNOR mean number (cp: 3.0) 6.6 1 0.01
AgNOR number CV (cp: 0.49) 4.0 1 0.04

d.f., degree of freedom; cp, cut-off point.
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Figure 1 Kaplan-Meier survival curves for OSCC patients comparing high
(> 9) and low (< 9) tumour front scores (tfs). The 5-year tumour-specific
survival was 83% in oral cancer patients with tumours showing low tsf, in
contrast to 42% of patients with tumours with high tsf
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Figure 2 A representative staining of AgNORs at the invasive tumour front of
an OSCC (standardized AgNOR silver staining after wet autoclave
pretreatment; 250 x)

and comparison of tumours by site achieved no statistical signifi-
cance (data not shown). Multivariate analysis by means of the Cox
regression model revealed that overall survival and cumulative
incidence of metastases were highly significantly and indepen-
dently correlated with tumour front score and mean AgNOR
number, whereas locoregional recurrence could be independently
predicted by both tumour front score and pT stage of primary
carcinomas (Table 3). Inter-observer reproducibility of histolog-
ical tumour front grading was highly significant for each para-

meter (Rho: 0.39-0.67, P = 0.000) as well as for AgNOR
measurements (Rho: 0.6-0.7, P = 0.003-0.0001). The kappa
values for individual score parameters ranged from 0.20 to 0.57.

DISCUSSION

The invasive tumour front is presumed to contain the most aggres-

sive subpopulation of tumour cells that ultimately will invade,
spread locally and metastasize. To our knowledge, no studies have
yet been performed to analyse the histobiological features under-
lying the significance of the invasive tumour front. Our present
results confirm previous findings that assessment of this particular

Months

Figure 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curves demonstrating statistically highly
significant differences between survival probabilities of patients with OSCCs
with regard to CV of AgNOR area at the invasive tumour front (cut-off point:
0.44). All 14 patients in the group with a lower CV of the AgNOR area
survived so far. Patients with a higher AgNOR content showed a 72% 5-year
cumulative survival

Table 3 Results of stepwise Cox regression analysis with regard to three
clinically relevant end points (overall survival, cumulative incidence of local
recurrence and metastases)

End point Regression coefficient P

Overall survival
Tumour front score 2.3 0.001
Mean of number of AgNORs 2.2 0.01

Locoregional failure
Tumour front score 2.8 0.001
pT stage 1.7 0.05

Metastasis
Tumour front score 2.7 0.000
Mean of number of AgNORs 2.6 0.001

area at the tumour-host interface provides more adequate informa-
tion on tumour 'aggressiveness' than average estimates of the
whole bulk of tumour (Bryne et al, 1989, 1995; Verhoeven et al,
1990; Texeira et al, 1994). Using the multiparametric tumour front
malignancy grading (Bryne et al, 1992), the independent prog-

nostic value of the histopathological tumour front score for the
prediction of all three clinically relevant end points (overall
survival, cumulative incidence of locoregional recurrences and
metastases) and the excellent inter-observer reproducibility of the
grading system has also been confirmed. The 'classical' prog-

nostic parameters, pT and pN stage, of the tumours showed statis-
tically significant correlation with overall survival only in
univariate analysis, whereas Broders grading and age of the
patients did not achieve significance. Similar findings had already
been reported by others (Bryne et al, 1992, Reichert et al, 1992;
Woolgar and Scott, 1995), along with discordant observations on

the independent prognostic value of pTNM staging (Jones, 1994;
Janot et al, 1996). In the present study, an independent prognostic
relevance of the pT stage could be shown exclusively with regard
to the prediction of locoregional recurrences (Table 2).
The usefulness of standardized AgNOR parameters as indepen-

dent predictors of prognosis has been demonstrated recently in
different human malignancies (Ofner et al, 1995b; Totsch et al,
1995; Ofner et al, 1996). In a previous study, we could show a

significant increase of the AgNOR content at the invasive front of
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oral squamous cell carcinomas compared with central parts of the
tumours and non-tumorous mucosa (Piffko et al, 1996). Our
present results indicate the independent prognostic significance of
the mean number of AgNORs at the invasive front of oral cancer
in predicting overall survival and metastatic potential. The
dynamism of the cell cycle, characterized by the AgNOR content,
probably represents one of the biological functions that underlies
the prognostic significance of the histomorphological features of
the invasive zone of OSCCs. Patients bearing tumours with high
AgNOR content and high malignancy scores at the invasive
tumour front are at high risk of developing metastases or dying
from their cancer disease. Large primary tumours (pT3-4) and/or
high invasive tumour front scores indicate a high probability of
local recurrences.
Our present findings clearly indicate that both histomorpholog-

ical and standardized AgNOR analysis of the invasive front of oral
squamous cell carcinomas provide outstanding prediction of the
clinical course irrespective of common clinicopathological prog-
nostic features. Prospective clinical trials should be performed to
both maximize the discriminative impact of invasive front charac-
teristics and evaluate their utility for individual therapy management.
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